Abstract. In the middle to high latitudes, the wind turbine often encounters icing on the blade surface in winter, which can not only lower the power energy generation, but also sometimes damages the wind turbine, increasing maintain cost. To improve wind turbine blade icing prediction accuracy, since every wind turbine in wind park is installed different place and has different performance, it's impossible for each wind turbine to use one model to detect blade icing. According to the characteristics of various types wind turbine in wind park, this paper provides a multi-agents model to improve the accuracy of detecting wind turbine blade icing alarm based on machine learning. Every agent is self-learned from recent historic data of some type wind turbine in wind period by machine learning algorithm, hence different agent must have different characteristic of the wind turbine type in different circumstance so that the agent can better predict the blade icing. When each agent could detect icing better, multi-agent to detect icing in wind park would improve more precise.
Introduction
Recent years, clean energy sources are drawn more and more attention with improving people's environmental protection, and naturally, wind power generation is being more widespread in many countries due to its low environmental requirements, abundant reserves and high utilization ratio, etc. [1] The development of wind power is encouraged and has been promoted rapidly, so that the prospect of wind power generation is considerable [2] . However, the blade of wind turbine installed in middle to high latitudes regions often encounters icing on their blade surface in winter, which affects the performance of wind turbine greatly and reduces power generation. The icing on the surface of blade can change the mass distribution of blade and aerodynamic performance, and then can make the reduction of power. And it will increase noise, vibration and safety risks, even can cause damage of the blade or shut down of generation, which may cause great economic loss [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In view of this harm, many researchers provide different methods to detect blade icing or deicing. Directly, some researchers try to make some ice sensors, which can feel blade icing [8] , but it is not ideal out of lib. Recent, some antifreeze proteins are produced by cold acclimatized organisms in lib [9] , which can prevent ice growth and recrystallization at subfreezing conditions and may be applied on the surface of turbine blade in future. In file [10] , Arcos Jimenez provides a novel approach to detect and classify ice thickness based on pattern recognition through guided ultrasonic waves and Machine Learning, and the approach considers four feature extraction methods to validate the results, grouped by linear (Auto Regressive (AR) and Principal Component Analysis) and nonlinear (nonlinear-AR exogenous and Hierarchical Non-Linear Principal Component Analysis), and feature selection is done by Neighborhood Component Analysis. While, to extract the features related to turbine blade icing, the model is built that based on the random forest classifier with the confusion matrix for result assessment [11] . After detecting blade icing, it is necessary for anti-icing/de-icing, so one novel multi-layered anti-icing/de-icing coating has been developed by combination of the fronted electric heating coating and top super-hydrophobic coating [12] .
As we all know, many wind turbines are built in big park in some region. These wind turbines are made by different companies and have different parameter performance. Although in one park, they are installed different places which have different microclimate. All above factors can affect turbine blade icing more or less, so that each wind turbine in one park has one model to detect blade icing right for itself to improve icing prediction accuracy. On the other hand, the equipment of wind turbine is sometimes updated, which may cause to change operation parameters, and then lead to decrease prediction accuracy of previous icing model. So, it is essential to build some type mechanism which can ensure icing model self-learn from the recent data of wind turbine. Hence, this paper presents a self-learning model to detect icing alarm based on multi-agents in wind park, which can solve these issues and improve blade icing prediction accuracy.
Methodology
Nowadays, to real-time obtain wind turbine operation performance, various types sensors are set on wind turbine, and these sensors create massive monitoring data. Based on these data, some model can be built to detect blade icing alarm using machine learning algorithm, such as decision trees, instance-based learners, support vector machines, rule-based learners, neural network, Bayesian networks, etc. [13, 14] As we all know, it is a binary state whether wind turbine blade is icing or not. Logistic regression algorithm is one of famous classification algorithms for binary state.
Logistic Regression
As a computation and learning paradigm, logistic regression algorithm is regarded as a bridge between statistics and artificial intelligence (AI), which is widely applied in different fields, such as medicine, traffic [15] . Logistic regression algorithm belongs to generalized linear regression analysis algorithm and is widely used in machine learning, such as data mining, automatic diagnosis of disease, economic forecast.
Logistic regression algorithm has the following advantages:  The algorithm is very mature;  The results of the model with logistic regression algorithm are probability so that more easily to make ranking model;  The coefficients obtained by the model are easy to understand, are not black model;  Train fast so that get results fast.
Sigmoid Function
It is a necessary step to build a logistic function, or sigmoid function, which can change the domain of independent variable from (- , +  ) into (0,1) or (-1, +1). The general form of the sigmoid function is as follows:
The Sigmoid function is a "S" shape, as shown in Figure 1 . 
Loss Function
To solve out a better answer from the massive data, logistic regression algorithm needs the help of loss function (also called cost function), which is used to measure the accuracy of prediction in machine learning, such as 0-1 loss function, square loss function, absolute value loss function, etc.
Logistic regression uses logarithmic loss function, which is shown as below;
Likelihood Function
Likelihood function ( ) is the average value of the sum of the cost functions of the training samples, which is shown as follows:
(3) Through the training sample, the set of weight value can be found out, which can make the function J( ) gain the minimum value. There are many solutions, such as gradient descent method, random gradient descent method, Newton method and so on.
Self-learning Method
General, there are many wind turbines in a park. Hence, it is not practical to train out a model for each wind turbine from massive data. On the other hand, considering of the state of wind turbine changing with time, the blade icing model should be renewable to improve prediction accuracy. For example, some data were created a long time ago. After the wind turbine changed state (maybe update some equipment, or the circumstance around wind turbine were changed), other data were monitored. If we use all historic data to train out icing model, the model is not almost precis because the prior data become noisy. More data is not always better, but more useful data is better. In view of this point, when we can't distinguish useful data from others, it is a better choice to use recent data to train out icing model. So, it is essential to design out a mechanism to work out self-learning method, that is like a person continuously learning knowledge from recent experiences.
To build dynamic icing model with recent data, Window Period (WP) is used to measure current data.
WP and VTS
WP, window period, is defined a time condition to select data from data base, and these data are treated as current data to be used to train out icing model. Obviously, different models will be obtained by using different WP.
How long is WP suitable? WP is longer and prior data weigh more, and model may be not more precise. But, if WP is too short, no more data are selected to train model, and model may be not precise, too. The value of WP is not a changeless value, different application should get different WP value according to experience.
Obviously, after defined WP, the icing model are often updated again and again every interval, one by one.
Since the icing model continuously learn out from data in WP, the current prediction model is valid in some time span, which is called Valid Time Span (VTS).
It is critical how long the value of VTS is, too. VTS should be far less than WP. The relation between WP and VTS is shown as Figure 2 . 
Blade icing WP and VTS
It is generally known that wind turbine blade icing is strong seasonality, and that is strong periodicity. It means that the data of the corresponding period of every year are similar without large scale climatic change, especially contiguous two years. So, the model which is trained out from historic corresponding period data is more precise.
To get better icing model with continuity and periodicity, we need to add historic corresponding period data and into training data in WP. Hence, new WP consists of both WP1 with continuity and WP2 with periodicity, and their relation is shown as Figure 3 .
Work Flow
After setting the value of WP and VTS, some mechanism of self-learning will be design out. Just like living creature self-learning lessons from their recent experiences, and then guiding their behaviors through the lessons.
A classical self-learning mechanism of blade icing model can be built as shown below Figure 4 . The work flow of the self-learning mechanism is as follows:
(1) Get train data in WP: get icing model training sample data of some wind turbine from historic monitoring data base according to the condition of WP; The most critical step of the work flow is Training out icing model, of which sub-flow is shown as Figure 5 .
After getting historic monitoring data sample using WP from data base, those data must be denoised and normalized; and then use gradient descent algorithm to obtain weight parameter of logistic regression algorithm, try to build an icing model based on logistic regression. However, it needs to test whether this icing model is valid. One more easy way to test is to set prediction accuracy threshold. If the accuracy rate using this icing model to predict the sample is higher than the threshold, the icing model will be considered as valid, and will be saved into model base to update the current icing model; else the icing model is invalid. In this way, we can get a practical self-learning icing model of wind turbine.
This self-learning mechanism can ensure to find one practical icing model for one wind turbine or one class of wind turbine without human intervention.
Multi-agent Model

Multi-agent Model Construction
It is general to build many wind turbines in different places in one wind park. Each wind turbine has its own characteristics, and the place of each wind turbine has also its own micro-weather. Hence, an icing model should be established for every wind turbine to improve accuracy of prediction. If so, a dynamic multi-agent icing model will be obtained in a wind park.
Considering that every icing agent needs to consume some computer resources to calculate out model and to predict icing using real-time data, if there are too many wind turbines in wind park, the consumption of calculation resources is going to be huge, and the efficiency of compute prediction system will be very bad. So, if wind park has relatively more wind turbines, wind turbines should be classified by types and installation area first; and then icing agent will be established for each type wind turbine.
Multi-agent Model Work Flow
The procession of using multi-agent model to detect wind turbine blade icing is similar to the procession of self-learning icing model work flow. After getting multi-agent icing model, the real-time monitoring data of wind turbine in wind park are used to predict with the model, so that the operators can remotely learn whether the wind turbines are freezing in time. But there is one point different to self-learning model, that is the real-time monitoring data must be classified by wind turbine classifier to find out one suitable agent from multi-agent model.
The prediction procession of blade icing multi-agent model is shown as below Figure 7 . 
Conclusion and Future Work
Obviously, the self-learning model to detect blade icing alarm based on multi-agent is better than general model, especially more suitable for wind park with many wind turbines. The multi-agent model is more practical and prediction is more precise because each agent in multi-agent model is continuously dynamic updated according to recent carefully selected out data. The multi-agent model has strong pertinence and practicability. Certainly, these advantages of the multi-agent model come at the expense of consuming more computing resources. Hence, in future, it is one of research emphasis how to improve computing efficiency. Besides this, it is also a future work how to find better parameter values of WP and VTS.
